
Distributed OS and Algorithms 
 
Fundamental concepts 
 
OS definition in general: 
 OS is a collection of software modules to an extended machine for the users’ viewpoint, and it is a 
resource manager from the system’s viewpoint.  OS assists programmers in enhancing system 
efficiency, flexibility, and robustness. (Later we discuss these features)  
 
DOS definition: 

DOS is a collection of independent computers that appear to the users of the system as a single 
computer (coherent system).  //physically, we have many computers, and logically users think of the 
system as a single computer.  

 
 Well-known OSs in the world are: 
IBM, UNIX, , Linux, Sun Solaris, Windows … , Symbian,… etc. 

 
What are the primary functions of an operating system? 
It based on three main functions 
(1-Governing resources, 2-Control, 3-Resource/process allocated) 
// Governing� announce OS the law to Govern  resources. (memory, I/O, 

processors, Virtual mem.) 
//Control� Control the execution of user or kernel processes to prevent errors.  
//Allocation �distributed the control among processes and resources  
 
The above main functions are supported the following OS-Services  
• Process allocation algorithms using with a single processor, while  Processor allocation  
algorithms using with  multiprocessors. Where the allocation algorithms are based on three kinds 
of Scheduling (long, medium, short)// allocation 

 

 



 

 

 

• Coordinating interaction among processes // Governing resources + allocation 

- no share resources� Asynchronization ,  

- share resources � synchronization 

- inter-process communication IPC (share memory (direct) or  message passing (indirect) 
connection between processes)    

-  
-  

• Manage system resources (I/O, memory, data files)./ // Governing resources + Control 
+allocation 

   // allocate resources to user process by executing a control function, this function is a part of 
kernal. 

• Enforce (execute) access control and protection. // Control 

 

• Maintain system integrity (dynamic)  and perform error recovery (static)  // Governing 
resources+ Control 

//System integrity: State of a system where it is performing its intended functions without being 
corrupted by changes or interruptions in its internal or external environments. 

 

• Provide an interface to the users // Control 

 
 



 
 
 
Software Concepts of Distributed / Parallel System (facilitate / speedup) 
 
Evolution of modern operating systems 

 
 
1. Centralized operating system: resource management and extended machine to support virtual 
machine      // VM: User sees a system is large  while the actual system is small. 
2. Network operating system: Resource sharing to achieve information exchange among 
heterogeneous systems (like share file). 
3. Distributed operating system: a single computer view of a multiple computer system for 

Transparency using homogeneous system.  
4. Cooperative autonomous system: cooperative work with autonomist processors (independent) 
 
A spectrum of modern operating systems 

 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

Monolithic Kernel  & Micro Kernel  
 

 



 
 
Monolithic Kernel  : All the parts of a kernel (services) like the Scheduler, File System, Memory 
Management, Networking Stacks, Device Drivers, etc., are maintained in the kernel is called 
Monolithic Kernel 
 
Micro Kernel : Includes many processes that hold very important parts like IPC (Inter process 
Communication), basic scheduler, basic memory handling, basic I/O primitives etc., are put into the 
kernel. Communication happens via message passing. Others are maintained as service  processes in 
User Space 
 
// Q/ Show the difference between Microkernel and  Monolithic  Kernel and show why 
Uniprocessor system using microkernel . 
 
Discussion: we need to proposed new kernel to overcome the problems in both Microkernel and  
Monolithic  Kernel? 

Functions and Services in DOS 

The basic functions that an Operating System provides are: 

• Functions for CPU and Process Management 
• Functions for Memory Management 
• Functions for I/O Management (Device Management) 
• Functions for Information And file Management 
• Functions for Network Management 

Operating system should also be able to provide the following basic services to the users: 



• User Interface 
• Program Execution 
• Security 
• Resource Allocation and Accounting 
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Characteristics of  modern operating systems 

 

 
 
Remote access: It is the ability to access your computer on network from a remote distance 
(location). It is the ability to control the machine once the connection has been made.  
 
Networks browsing in NOS:  When browsing the network via "Network Neighborhood," all 
systems should show up, which have either to offer a Shared disk or printer. However, sometimes, 
not all systems are displayed, depending on which system is powered on and, which is off. 
 
Namespaces in DOS: Namespaces allow to group entities like classes, objects and functions under 
a name. From this way, the global scope can be divided in "sub-scopes", each one with its own 
name. 
 



Resource management extended machine in Centralized OS (Virtualization): Computer appears 
to more than its real configuration (appears to be many processors and appear has a large memory) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DOS and NOS// Comments 

 
Aware � should be known all configuration of HW.  
Fault-tolerant �is the property that enables a operating system to continue operating properly 
in the event of the failure of some of its components.  
 
Cooperative autonomous system (CAS)// Comments 
Is used of intelligent trader or broker architecture and it can be viewed as a software bus and  serve 
as middleware that supports distributed cooperative applications. This is out of our course. 



 
We are investigating mobility, security, and cooperative control issues in airborne networks. 
Using PSO to manage to scheduler of airplane.  // why the control of   CAS is based on an intelligent 
approach using meta-heuristics methods. 
  
 
Distributed operating system (DOS) 
    We repeat the definition of DOS, DOS is a collection of independent computers that appears to 

users (Physically we have many computers and logically   single coherent system.its users as a 
using transparency by hiding  ���� How to make that?//       think of the system as a single computer

Access, Location, Migration ( 
)Failure, Persistencey, , Concurrenc 

   
DOS provides the following services:  

- distributed shared memory,  
- assignment of tasks to processors,  
- masking of failures,  
- distributed storage,  
- Inter-process communication IPC, 
- transparent sharing of resources,  
- distributed resource management,  
 

Features of DOS: 
• Transparency //later we will talk about this concept 
• Servers for supporting resource sharing and distributed processing 
• Algorithms to implement transparencies 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Q/ prove that the relation between application and I/Os is one to many in DOS: 
 

Let Ap={ap}// we have singe application. 
Let Mem={M1,M2,…Mn} // sequence of shared 
memories. 
Let Processor={PE1,PE2,…PEm} // sequence of 
parallel processors. 
Let I/O={I/O1,I/O2,..,I/Ok} // sequence of I/Os. 
Then we conclude that 
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General Concepts of DS 
• Software side of DOS cannot be put distributed system in the optimal design like hardware 

side. // discuss this point. � SW is a shapeless   
 

• By nature software is vague and shapeless. It is based on  loosely coupled or tightly coupled. 

 
 
 



 
 

• The key distinction between NOS and a DOS is the concept of transparency. 
 

• Loosely coupled software (OS) allows machines and users of DS to be fundamentally 
independent of one another. But still to interact to limited degree where that is necessary. 
 
// how? � (one LPT shared between applications managed by  loosely coupled OS) 
 

•  Tightly coupled software (OS) allows to integrate the following points for both  
multiprocessor or multicomputer network  resources to be integrated as a single system 
image. 

 
 
 
 
 

1. Integration Services for supporting sharing resource and distributed 
processing   



Distributed processing is a phrase used to refer to a variety of 
computer systems that use more than one computer (or processor) to 
run an application. This includes parallel processing in which a single 
computer uses more than one CPU to execute one program (one 
application). 

2. Integration  multiple independent computer system// how? 
3. Integration  distributed resource (memory, CPU, I/O, files….) 
4. Integration  distributed controls (provide centrally located software 

controlling all computers to do operations )�Master slave architecture 
 

• Tightly-coupled Hardware using multi- homogeneous processors and homogeneous 
multicomputer. 

  
• Loosely-coupled Hardware using multi- heterogeneous processors and heterogeneous 

multicomputer.  
 

 
• Distributed hardware (resources) and software (activities or kernel processes) are to be 

managed, hided (transparent) and controlled.  
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Distributed operating systems consist of three major components: 
 

 
 

1. Management of distributed resources (I /O, memory, CPUs managements) 
  
2.  Coordination of distributed processes (process managements using synchronization or 

Asynchronization) 
3.  Implementation of distributed algorithms (research orientation to build algorithm for each 

part of each management) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hardware Concepts of Distributed / Parallel system 
 

Taxonomy of parallel and distributed computer systems 

 
 
Where, Encore Computer was an early pioneer in the parallel computing and it was founded in 
1983. 
Benefit 

 
• A tightly-coupled HW is one where the components tend to be reliably connected in close proximity 

(neighbors). It is characterized by short message delays (very fast for sending receiving message 
among computers) , high bandwidth (data rate is high; that is, the number of bits per second 
that can be transferred is large), and high total system reliability.  

 
• A loosely-coupled HW (the opposite of tightly coupled is true) is one where the components 

tend to be distributed. Message delays tend to be longer and bandwidth tends to be lower than in 
tightly -coupled systems. Reliability expectations are that individual components may fail. 

 
Factors Tightiy coupled HW Loosely coupled HW 

Transfer number of bits per second Large Small 
Bus size Large Small 

Reliability Large Average 

 
 
 

Q/Form the above table, it seems that tightly is more attractive to use, so why loosely is 
existed? 

Ans: The benefit of loosely coupled is to implement more than one application through different 
platform as in WAN, LAN, …etc. 



Example: Two CPU chips on the same printed circuit board and connected by wires fixed onto the 
board are likely to be tightly coupled, whereas two computers connected by a 2400 bit/sec modem 
over the telephone system are certain to be loosely coupled. 

Tightly-coupled systems tend to be used more as parallel systems (working on a single 
problem)  

Loosely-coupled ones tend to be used as distributed systems (working on many unrelated 
problems). 

 
Different basic organizations and memories in distributed computer systems 

 
 



 

Crossbar switch is that with n CPUs and n memories, n² cross-point switches are needed. For large 
n, this number can be very large. As a result, people have looked for, and found, alternative 
switching networks that require fewer switches. The omega network is one example. 

With n CPUs and n memories, the omega network requires log2n switching stages, each stage 
containing n/2 switches, for a total of (n log2n)/2 switches (need proof). Although for large n this is 
much better than n², it is still substantial. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Proof 
Let number of stage is b,  
let number of processors N,  where N>b 
Let number of switch for each stage is N/2. 
And let total switching is  S 
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Design Issues of DOS 
 

There are two groups who have interested in Distributed Operating System. 
 

1. System service provider 
2. User 

 
◦ Both the user and system provider are interested on having a system with following DS 

characteristics  
◦ Efficiency   
◦ Flexibility  
◦ Consistency  
◦ Robustness  
◦ Transparency 
◦ Reliability  
 

Efficiency is more complex in distributed systems than in centralized systems due to the effect of 
communication delays.  
Computation speed and system throughput can be enhanced through distributed processing (use 
more than one computer) and load sharing (expend the bandwidth). 
 

How do we estimate the efficiency of a distributed system?  

1. Assume an operation that runs in a distributed manner, so we have three  measures of its 
efficiency as the following:: 

- the response time (speed) that denotes the delay to obtain the first item,  
- the throughput (or bandwidth or the size) which denotes the number of items delivered in a 

given period unit (e.g., a second).  
- Error tolerance. (accuracy and reliability) 



 
The efficiency is effected by:  
 1- Accuracy: 

a. Effective data recovery  //SW interrupt 
b. Effective error handling // SW interrupt 
c. Up to date communication system // How this approach is effected on DS? 
 
 

2. Speed  
a.  Multiprocessing and multitasking  
b. Avoid bottle neck 

3. low requirements: 
a. Load sharing, balanced and overlapped communication   
b. Redundancy in physical communication 
  

 
Flexibility   The design of a distributed operating system should be flexible due to the following 
reasons: 
1. Ease of modification. 
2. Ease of enhancement // difference between modified and enhanced 
3- No time constraint // how? It is dynamic time processing  
4-No hardware dependency// in multi-computer system 
5-Wide area coverage 
6-Friendliness  

◦ Easy and direct forward user interface with GUI 
◦ Minimal training  

7- Easy retrieval  
 
Consistency  
to ensure that programs behave as expected (expected results), and to enable non-experts to build 
distributed applications. 
        1- Major issues: Consistency is more difficult to achieve in a distributed system due to: 

◦ Lack of global information// how many processors and how many queue? 
◦ Potential replication and partitioning of data (data of object).  // due to partitioning 

we should be careful if we have data sharing 
 
Objects may be replicated for a number of reasons: 
• Reliability/availability - to avoid a single point-of-failure 
• Performance - to avoid overload of a single “bottle neck” 
•To give fast access to local copies – to avoid communications delays and failure 
 
 
     
 
 
   2-.  The system must be capable of maintaining its integrity with proper concurrency 

(Synchronized software update) control mechanisms and procedures. 



◦ Example: All applications are run at the same time.  
3- Predictable software behavior// what it means in DS?--> expected results 
4- Effective Business Recovery 

◦ Effective data recovery // using SW interrupt to keep on execution.  
◦ Effective error handling // Using SW interrupt  to handling and recovery the failure) 

 
Robustness 
Failures in the hardware (communication links, processing nodes and client/server processes) are 
more frequent than in a centralized single computer system. Meaning of robustness programs with 
high fault tolerance: 

– Fault tolerance (Network error) : ability to reinitialize itself to a consistent state with 
only some possible degradation of its performance 

– Security 
 
Reliability: 
If one machine crashes, the system as a whole can still survive 
 
Transparency  
The collection of machines seems to be simply or one system? A system that realizes this goal is 
often said to be transparent. 
 
Example of transparency: 
When a UNIX user types make to recompile a large number of files in a directory, it needs not be 
told that all the compilations are proceeding in parallel on different machines and are using a variety 
of file servers to do it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Different forms of transparency in a distributed system. 

 

Transparency Description 

Access 

Hide how a resource (object) is accessed where accessing both local and 
remote system objects in a uniform way.  
(remote system is a workstation or server that is connected to the local 
system with any type of physical network and configured for TCP/IP 
communication) 

Location 
Hide where a resource is located, The users cannot tell where resources 
are located. (no awareness of object locations) 

Migration  
Hide that a resource may move to another location, Resources can move 
without changing their names.(also called  location independence) 

Replication 
The users cannot tell how many copies exist. (consistency of multiple 
instances multiple partitioning of files and data) 

Concurrency 
Hide that a resource may be shared by several competitive users, 
Multiple users can share resources automatically (without interference) 

Failure Hide the failure and recovery of a resource (fault tolerance) 

Persistence Hide whether a (software) resource is in memory or on disk 

 
 
 

Advantages of distributed systems 
The cost of microprocessors and communications technology has continually decreased in real 
terms. This has made distributed computer systems a viable alternative to uniprocessor and 
centralized systems in many embedded application areas. 
 
Advantages of DS with (multiprocessors): 
 

Item Description 

Economics Microprocessors offer a better price/performance than 
mainframes or the cost of many small processors < cost of one 
super computer)  

Speed A distributed system may have more total computing power 
than a mainframe 



Inherent distribution Some applications involve spatially separated processors 

Reliability If one machine crashes, the system as a whole can still survive 

Incremental growth Computing power can be added in small increments//How? 
 
The facility for incremental growth through the addition or 
enhancement of processors and communications links to get 
computing power  
 

 
 

 
Advantages of multi-computers distributed systems  

Item Description 

Data sharing Allow many parts to  access a common data base 

Device sharing Allow many parts to share expensive peripherals like color printers 

Communication Make task-to-task communication easier,  

Flexibility Spread the workload over the available machines in the most cost effective 
way 

 
 
 
 

Disadvantages of distributed systems 

Item Description 

Software Little software exists at present for distributed systems 

Networking The network can saturate or cause other problems 

Security Easy access also applies to secret data 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
• Protocols for group communication in distributed applications 
• Fault-tolerance algorithms for handling failure and recovery 
 
 

 

 

Comparison between NOS and DOS 

# NOS DOS 

1 

Selection of machine is manual 
Allocates dynamically and 
automatically jobs to the various 
machines for processing. 

2 Knowledge required to know the 
location of a resource to access it. 

Need not keep track of the location of 
various resources 

3 Control over file placement is manual. Control over file placing is automatic. 
4 Transparency is not required here. 

 
In case of DOS, transparency to users 
is required. 

5 Each has its own operating system and 
processes to control. 

Single System wide operating system 
runs a part of global operating system 

6 the degree of autonomy 
(independency) is higher. 

The degree of autonomy is less. Due 
to sharing in tightly coupled  



 
7 It provides little fault tolerance 

capability. 
It provides high  fault tolerance 
capability. 

8 Using loosely coupled Using tightly coupled 
9 Private memory to each processor Direct Shared memory   among 

processors (pool) or indirect shared 
memory using messages (WS) 

 


